Big Boat Review

High
society
Riviera’s new 53 Enclosed Flybridge
epitomises the social side of boating,
with a lot of party room packed between
its gunwales.
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uying a big new boat of the ‘luxury’ kind is
almost always the culmination of a lifelong
dream – a reward for a long and tedious career or
a celebration of a big win in business.
I’ve had those dreams, too – lots of them –
but for me, pay dirt seems a miniscule speck on a
very hazy horizon.
If by chance, though, a lazy couple of mil was
to land in my lap, the latest Riviera 53 Enclosed
Flybridge cruiser ticks just about every box my
dreams have thrown at me, and ideally, there
would be a little change left over for fuel and
maybe even a skipper now and then.

But for one day at least, I got to live the
dream.
Invited to take the helm of a brand-spanking
Riv 53 for a cruise on the Gold Coast Broadwater,
I was immediately envious of those lucky enough
to enjoy the prestige and lifestyle owning a boat
like this affords.
Having a chef onboard just to prepare my
lunch was a welcome touch of decadence, but I’m
not complaining. I could quite easily get used to this.
While Brock Clapin, from the Redrock Bar and
Grill at Hope Island, tinkered around the galley
preparing Tasmanian oysters three ways, seared
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scallops and grilled Moreton Bay bugs with chilli
and confit garlic, I was sure he was enjoying the
perks of cooking within a 360-degree panorama,
boasting loads of light and fresh sea air.
In fact, Clapin quipped he had more space
on the Riv 53 than he does in the kitchen of the
restaurant. No doubt the view’s a whole lot
better, too.
While host Stephen Milne, Brand and
Communications Manager at Riviera, served the
champagne, I settled back to imagine more about
what life could be like on my brand new boat.
Milne explained how the Riv 53 is the product
of two years’ research
and detailed consultation
undertaken by Riviera’s
senior designer, Neil
McCabe.

Top: Flybridge comfort is
sumptuous.
Above: ‘Galley’ seems an
inadequate term to describe
the 53’s beautifully appointed
kitchen area.
Right: Scallops and bugs
anyone? Chef for the day
Brock Clapin delivers the
goods.
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A series of different concepts were developed
around the size, then it was McCabe’s job to
gather feedback and fresh ideas from existing
Riviera owners in Australia and overseas, as well
as prospects, boat owners considering stepping up
or down in size to a 50-footer, and people visiting
international boat shows.
His mission with the 53 was to create a boat
that reflected the expectations of the current
generation of boaties, whose priorities, not
surprisingly, centre around entertaining or being
able to comfortably share their space with lots of
family and friends.
The social aspect of boating and entertaining
in some degree of ‘volume’ is a priority. Big
barbecue centres and lots of sleeping berths were
also on the list.
To accommodate the demand for more space,
McCabe ensured that every square centimetre of
the Riv 53 was thoughtfully and creatively used.
I have been on much larger boats that seemed to
have less living and entertainment space, and not
surprisingly, the 53 has more cockpit length and
beam than the Riviera 61.
While the hallmarks of previous models have
been maintained, Riviera has upped the ante with
some cutting-edge technology on the 53.
Joystick control ensures easy manoeuvring and
docking, even for a novice skipper. And thanks to
digital switching, all onboard electrical systems –
navigation and entertainment – are controlled via
pre-set modes accessed by a touchscreen panel.

Three separate parties could
simultaneously rock this boat
Milne explained how the flybridge cruiser style
of boat started out as a convertible in America
and was originally designed purely for fishing.

INCLUSIVE BOATING

Above: Space abounds, with
design focussed on the social
aspect of big boat operations.
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When the cruising aspect of boating came
along, wives started saying, “Hey, we want to
be involved, too”. The flybridge became a boat
that was not just about fishing with the mates; it
became a boat for the whole family to enjoy.
“The design has evolved to a whole new level
and there isn’t another flybridge cruiser like it in
the world,” said Milne.
The Riviera 53 certainly is ‘social’. Three
separate parties could simultaneously rock this
boat – one in the flybridge, one in the saloon and
one in the cockpit, and none of the guests would
be tripping over each other.
Accessed via an internal staircase with floating
teak treads mounted onto solid stainless steel
rails, the flybridge adds another dimension to the
onboard entertainment space. It is comfortably

decked out with fridge, icemaker, television and
enough seating for 10 – yes, 10.
The flybridge also features a sliding electric
sun roof, which peels back to create a sky-lounge.
Side-opening windows and surround visibility add
to the light, airy and relaxed atmosphere of this
great space.
At rest or underway, the staircase to the
flybridge can be secured with a folding, lockable
hatch that disappears into the cabinetry when
open. It’s a great safety precaution for those who
plan to bring small children aboard.
The flybridge comes in two options: helm
forward for long-distance cruising or helm aft,
which is the preference for anglers. With either
option, skipper and mate have comfortable, swivel
pedestal chairs that provide maximum visibility.

GREAT OUTDOORS
The cockpit provides a huge outdoor
entertainment venue, which can be customised
with a barbecue centre, or for anglers, a bait tank.
Light and fresh air streams in from the cockpit
into the main saloon living space through a sliding
glass door and hinged hopper window, and every
seating position in the saloon has water views.
A large 50in electric lift LED television
in the raised saloon and generous C-shaped

settee combine to provide a comfy dining and
entertainment space for up to 10. The table
converts to create another double berth, if
needed.
The U-shaped galley is positioned aft so it’s
central to both the saloon and cockpit, ensuring
whoever is working in the kitchen isn’t isolated
from the rest of the action.
Standard appliances are all top-shelf, including
a Miele combination oven/induction cooktop/
microwave and grill, Vitrifrigo fridge and freezer
and Fisher and Paykel dishwasher. Opposite the
galley, a wet bar with ice maker, another fridge
and freezer drawer and a floor-to-ceiling pull-out
pantry make life easier when catering for a crowd.

FULL BEAM BED
After a big day on the water, there would be no
complaints from me when time came to retire
to the master stateroom. The Riv 53 is the first
Riviera flybridge in the 50-foot range to offer a
full-beam master stateroom with king-size bed,
separate en suite and large flat-screen TV.
If this was my boat, an entire wardrobe of
boating clothes would be on ‘standby’ in the
spacious walk-in robe. Just pick up the handbag
and walk out the door. Everything for the next
trip would already be stowed and the option to
fit a washer/dryer onboard would allow me to
always keep the wardrobe restocked for the next
adventure.
Port and starboard opening portlights in the
stateroom are a bonus for those, who, like me,
prefer to let the outside in when
the weather is kind. Give me
a cool, fresh sea breeze in the
bedroom any day rather than
air-conditioning, but like most
things on this boat, the options
are always open. The portlights
are alarmed in case you forget to
close them down before you get
underway.
Completing the sleeping
arrangements is a guest
stateroom, with a queen-size bed
and wardrobe, and a third cabin
with two extra-roomy single
berths. A separate en suite serves
the guest accommodation and
doubles as the day head.

Left: The child-friendly
flybridge staircase can be
locked to keep youngsters
within sight.
Below: The master stateroom
offers appointment unique to
a boat of this size, including
separate en suite and kingsize bed.

Cruising the calm Gold Coast Broadwater on
a bright and breathless sunny day doesn’t really
compare to a test of speed and handling outside
in the open ocean, but I can say the Riv 53 is
quiet – no shakes, rattles or vibrations – and I am
sure in adverse conditions, it would provide a safe,
sturdy and comfortable ride.
Despite the downs and downs the marine
industry has endured of late, especially on the
Gold Coast, it’s to Riviera’s credit that it just
keeps coming up with remarkable vessels, which is
probably an apt description of this one.
Riviera resists the temptation to reinvent the
wheel. Instead, its designers create boats that are
more functional, more stylish and make use of

an entire wardrobe of boating clothes would
be on ‘standby’ in the spacious walk-in robe
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improved technology. Importantly, Riviera also
listens to what its clientele has to say.
This seems to be a winning formula and one
that is allowing Riviera to weather the storm.
With 17 orders since the launch in May last year,
Stephen Milne says the Riviera 53 has been an
“instant success”.
I’m not surprised. Without doubt, the Riv 53
would be an instant hit with my family and friends
and there would be no shortage of
takers for a weekend cruise. But it’s
time to leave it all behind me now and
go back to the real world. And continue
to dream ...

Above: The joystick control for
the triple Volvo IPS installation
is handily placed at the rear of
the flybridge for docking.
Right: Access all areas … the
entire cockpit sole lifts for
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Nuts ‘n’ bolts

The Riv 53’s massive engine room allows for
flexibility of power plant choice, with the option
for crew quarters or workshop isolated from the
main living space.
A massive 96,000 BTU capacity air-conditioning
unit has been fitted to cater to the increasing use
of Riviera boats in harsh tropical conditions.
When it comes to propulsion, designers
have settled on new-generation, fuel-efficient

Stainless steel adjustable &
fixed seat pedestals

Fully adjustable high quality
stainless steel table pedestals

with more COMFORT and STYLE than you could poke a boat at..
Tel: +61 (3) 9761 9322 Fax: +61 (3) 9761 9588
sales@marinetechindustries.com
Factory 3, 209 Liverpool Rd, Kilsyth, Victoria, Australia 3137
www.marinetechindustries.com

the Riviera 53 Enclosed Flybridge cruiser
ticks just about every box

pod drives to propel the 53 to a top speed
of around 35 knots (65km/h) and a cruise
speed between 25-28 knots (46km/h-52km/h),
delivering a range of 400 nautical miles,
depending on engine options, on a 3500lt fuel
tank. But like most things on the Riv 53, there are
always other options.
Up to 30 per cent efficiency gains are the
hallmark of the proven Volvo Penta IPS system.
And there is the option to choose twin IPS 1200
units or three IPS 600 units.
A further propulsion option is available using
the ZF 4000 pod drive system, with twin counterrotating Nibral propellers facing aft, instead of
forward as they are on the IPS system.
Either way, the opposing blades – the forward
blade pitched differently to its aft partner – make
optimum use of wash and water movement to
deliver a smooth, quiet ride.
With all major engineering positioned well
aft, enormous gains are made with beam-width
space amidships, and that translates into better
living. Mid-ship fuel tanks from keel to saloon sole
double as a sound barrier between the master
bedroom and engine room and help deliver better
trim to the vessel when cruising.
With the option of ZF drives, a customer can
choose between Caterpillar or MTU power plants,

with the option of twin 1015hp C18 engines to
achieve higher top speeds.
Highly efficient infusion technology is used in
the hull manufacture and also helps replicate the
incredibly precise lines lofted from Riviera’s CAD
computer system. This technology also results
in uniform hull specifications and aids in weight
reduction.
“Each Riviera vessel is an evolution on the last,”
says Riviera’s naval architect, Alan Dowd. “After
launching nearly 4800 Riviera’s over the past 30
years, the new 53 is clearly our best boat yet.” ¿
SPECIFICATIONS: RIVIERA 53 ENCLOSED
FLYBRIDGE
Length overall:

18.2m (incl swim platform
and bow roller)

Beam:

5.13m

Maximum draft:

1.25m

Dry weight:

22,300kg (depending on
engines and options)

Fuel capacity:

3500lt

Water capacity:

740lt

Sleeping capacity: 6-8 persons
Standard engine
package:

3 x Volvo IPS 320kW/435hp

Priced from:

$1,754,600

For more information: www.riviera.com.au.
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